A ray of light from in the dark black skyline…
Chapter 2, Section 9 of the Bill of Rights is clear. “Everyone is equal before the law and has the right to
equal protection and benefit of the law.” This is an echo of the 14th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution
ratified in 1868. But the South African constitution goes a step farther. “Everyone is equal before the law”
is defined in subsection 3as follows…
“The state may not unfairly discriminate directly or indirectly against anyone on one or more grounds,
including race, gender, sex, pregnancy, marital status, ethnic or social origin, color, sexual orientation,
age, disability, religion, conscience, belief, culture, language and birth”
It took a man in the late Nelson Mandela to raise up clear and proud to be counted to build a constitution
which doesn’t only look at gays as LGBT but as humans like any other who are supposed to be protected
by law.
This is 2016, happy new year everybody but when I ask myself what are we celebrating as LGBT? Yes
there are achievements I can see, I can see some steps, I can see a ray of light in the dark black skyline.
Will it take another Mandela to have an Africa which looks at the gays as fellow humans? NO!! It takes
you and me. 2015 had many challenges but for the strong and courageous like FUSTF formerly FNUR they
never say never, they are the ray of light. They have given us so much hope and too thousands they know
their work is priceless. Despite the criticism and setbacks yet with limited resources, they have
accomplished what a million strong men just dream of. Thanks FUSTF.
I can proudly say that over 1000 individuals who identify as LGBT have been helped to get to another
destination where they feel safe and wants to start a new life. Uganda might not be directly involved in
state sponsored homophobia but still its not safe for the “uncelebrated” openly gay people. Thousands
still continue to suffer in the darkness and silence. Small charities may not be having the financial base do
this alone but FUSTF has not given up on them as it keeps on doing whatever it takes to help those in
need to cross to safety. We shall be forever grateful.
It always given this big wide smile when I travel to different countries and I come across some of the
passengers who have gotten freedom through the hands of FUSTF. I can see hope, I can lives being rebuilt
and I see a future for many.
To the supporters of FUSTF thanks for that unconditional love you have shown to the Ugandan LGBT.
Yes I know the burden still ahead us is big and challenging but I have never been so hopeful than I am now
that with FUSTF more is possible and yes we are proud of this program.
To the many LGBT who wish to leave and start a new life in another country, I know help is on the way, I
know FUSTF is human in its operations and they really care about you.
Thanks and happy new year. HM

